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Abstract—Failures become inevitable in DRAM devices, which
is a major obstacle for scaling down the density of cells in
future DRAM technologies. These failures can be detected by
specific DRAM tests that implement the data and memory access
patterns having a strong impact on DRAM reliability. However,
the design of such tests is very challenging, especially for testing
DRAM devices in operation, due to an extremely large number
of possible cell-to-cell interference effects and combinations of
patterns inducing these effects.

In this paper, we present a new framework for the synthesis
of DRAM reliability stress viruses, DStress. This framework
automatically searches for the data and memory access patterns
that induce the worst-case DRAM error behavior regardless the
internal DRAM design. The search engine of our framework is
based on Genetic Algorithms (GA) and a programming tool that
we use to specify the patterns examined by GA. To evaluate
the effect of program viruses on DRAM reliability, we integrate
DStress with an experimental server where 72 DRAM chips can
operate under various operating parameters and temperatures.

We present the results of our 7-month experimental study
on the search of DRAM reliability stress viruses. We show that
DStress finds the worst-case data pattern virus and the worst-
case memory access virus with probabilities of 1− 4× 10−7 and
0.95, respectively. We demonstrate that the discovered patterns
induce by at least 45% more errors than the traditional data
pattern micro-benchmarks used in previous studies. We show
that DStress enables us to detect the marginal DRAM operating
parameters reducing the DRAM power by 17.7 % on average
without compromising reliability. Overall, our framework facil-
itates the exploration of new data patterns and memory access
scenarios increasing the probability of DRAM errors, which
is essential for improving the state-of-the-art DRAM testing
mechanisms.

Index Terms—DRAM, reliability, program synthesis, viruses

I. INTRODUCTION

The growing size of data processed in Cloud and Edge data

centers drive the need for increasing the density of DRAM

chips within server-grade systems. However, increasing this

density is extremely challenging due to DRAM failures that

become inevitable when scaling down the size of DRAM

cells [43]. Moreover, DRAM reliability may vary significantly

across different chips because of the manufacturing process,

especially for the nanometer technologies [48]. This made

DRAM devices the primary source of hardware failures in

data centers after hard drives [104].

To protect against failures, hardware vendors are forced to

use the pessimistic margins for the DRAM operating param-

eters, such as the refresh rate, voltage and timing parameters

[13], [40], [48], [61], [73], [76], [96]. The use of such

pessimistic margins results in a degradation of DRAM energy

and performance efficiency. It is predicted that DRAMs will

become one of the main energy consumers on servers in

near future for these reasons [61]. This challenge has turned

attention to improving the energy efficiency of server-grade

DRAM devices by scaling down essential circuit parameters,

while trying to avoid possible DRAM failures [2], [12],

[13], [23], [34], [44], [45], [47], [48], [51], [55], [67], [69],

[74], [77], [80], [94], [96]. In particular, several studies in

this area have minimized the refresh power by identifying

the error-prone cells with a small retention time for memory

in operation (in the field) and by setting a shorter refresh

period for such cells [61], [80], [106]. In contrast, other works

have suggested using a supervised data mapping to avoid

the errors induced by these cells [60], [84], [102]. All these

studies use micro-benchmarks to identify the retention time

of cells [48], [60]. However, it was shown that DRAM error

behavior varies significantly across different data and memory

access patterns expressed by running applications [1], [35],

[47], [48], [48], [49], [51], [77], [80], [91], [96], and there

is little evidence that the applied micro-benchmarks reveal all

error-prone cells. Moreover, these micro-benchmarks need to

map data to adjacent cells to provide accurate retention time

estimates [47], [106]. This implies that the physical design

of DRAM chips and the actual memory cell array layout

are known. However, vendors never disclose this information,

what makes third-party DRAM testing very challenging.

Understanding the effect of data and access patterns on

DRAM errors is essential for exploring the worst-case DRAM

error behavior. Previous research works may have demon-

strated the effect of some patterns on DRAM errors. How-

ever, to our knowledge, none of these works provided a

methodology for finding the worst-case DRAM error behavior,

systematically investigating the patterns that trigger such a

behavior. This methodology would enable vendors and users

to identify the patterns that induce errors on specific DRAM

chips and thus improve the existing DRAM testing procedures.

Moreover, the methodology would facilitate the synthesis

of DRAM reliability stress viruses, which can be used for

predicting an abnormal behavior of DRAM devices in advance.

Such a prediction is extremely important in the state-of-the-art

data centers [28], [28], [36], [85], where any possible DRAM

malfunction should be revealed in advance to avoid service

failures. Although all modern computing devices check mem-

ory before starting and use the DRAM chips with integrated
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Built-In Self-Test (BIST) mechanisms [19], the applied testing

procedures often use simple data patterns [27], [106]. While

some errors may manifest only when sophisticated testing

procedures, which stress various memory access scenarios, are

applied [54]. Thus, the default DRAM testing mechanisms

may be not enough for data centers to reveal the DRAM

devices that could become erroneous in future [28], [85].

The goal of our study is to develop and investigate a

mechanism for synthesizing the data and memory access

patterns that induce the worst-case DRAM error behavior.

To this end, we implement a new framework, DStress, that

uses Genetic Algorithms (GA) to automatically generate the

DRAM program viruses increasing the probability of DRAM

errors. We integrate DStress with a real server and a special

thermal testbed to stress the reliability of DRAM devices at

different temperatures.

Our contribution can be summarized as follows:

• We develop a new framework, DStress, for the automatic

search of DRAM reliability stress viruses using Genetic Al-

gorithms. To enable the search, we integrate this framework

with a real server where DRAM error behavior can be mon-

itored using the ECC (Error Correction Codes) hardware

under controlled temperature. To the best of our knowledge,

we are the first to present a software-hardware framework

for automatic synthesizing DRAM reliability stress viruses

that does not require any knowledge of DRAM internals.

• We develop a novel programming tool, integrated into

DStress, to specify the type of data and memory access

patterns that should be examined by the GA search engine.

• We present the results of our 7-month experimental study.

In particular, we demonstrate the worst-case data and access

patterns discovered by DStress that maximize the proba-

bility of single-bit and multi-bit errors. We show that the

discovered data patterns, which are reported for the first

time, induce at least 45 % more errors than the traditional

micro-benchmarks used in previous studies. We make sev-

eral important observations, such as: i) the worst-case data

patterns do not change with temperature; ii) ’1100’ data

pattern increases the probability of single-bit errors iii) the

data patterns that induce single-bit errors differ from the

patterns increasing the probability of multi-bit errors; iv)

memory access viruses have a stronger impact on DRAM

reliability than the data pattern viruses. We demonstrate that

DStress finds the worst-case data pattern and the worst-case

memory access pattern with probabilities of 1 − 4 × 10−7

and 0.95, respectively.

• We discuss possible use cases of the DRAM stress viruses

discovered by DStress. In particular, we show that these

viruses can be effectively used for detecting the margins of

the DRAM operating parameters that enable us to reduce

the memory power by 17.7 % on average without compro-

mising DRAM reliability. We believe that DStress can be

efficiently applied by vendors to investigate the effect of

various memory access scenarios, including the scenarios

of ”rowhammer” attacks, on DRAM reliability and improve

the state-of-the-art DRAM testing mechanisms.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II

presents the background. Section III introduces the design of

DStress, while Section IV discusses the experimental server.

Section V demonstrates the results of our experimental cam-

paign. Section VI presents use cases. Section VII discusses the

related work. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VIII.

II. BACKGROUND

Dram organization. The modern memory subsystems have

several channels to access to a number of DRAM modules, or

Dual In-line Memory Modules (DIMMs). Data is transferred

from/to a DIMM using a memory controller, which sends

commands and accessed memory addresses to the DIMM,

as shown in Figure 1a. Each DIMM implements an address
decoder that translates the accessed addresses to the physical

memory layout addresses that point to the DRAM cells con-

taining data. DRAM cells are combined into memory array
which is stored in several DRAM chips. Note that DIMMs

usually have two ranks (sides) with DRAM chips, i.e. one

memory array per rank. Memory array is organized into banks

that consist of two-dimensional arrays based on rows and

columns. Each cell contains a capacitor and an access transis-

tor, and all access transistors are in a row connected by a wire

called wordline, controlling access to the capacitors. When

DRAM is accessed, an entire row is read, and sense-amplifiers

measure the charge on each capacitor through bitlines, which

are connected to access transistors [12], [48], [49] (see Figure

1a). Then the data from the row is transferred to Row buffer
for sending it to the memory controller. Importantly, there are

two different types of DRAM cells: true-cells and anti-cells
[46], [108]. True-cells in the charge state store a logic value of

’1’, while anti-cells store a logic value of ’0’ in the same state.

As a result, true-cells manifest errors where a logic value of

’1’ changes to ’0’, while anti-cell trigger errors where ’0’ a

logic a value of changes to ’1’.

Mapping data to memory physical layout. Mapping data

to memory physical layout has a strong impact on the perfor-

mance and reliability of DRAMs [106]. Figure 1a illustrates

how 8-KBytes chunks of data are mapped to physical memory

layout for 8GB DDR3 DRAM devices on a server used in our

study (see Section IV). We see that each 8-KByte data chunk

is mapped to exactly one DRAM row. However, consecutive

8-KByte data chunks are mapped to rows in different banks.

For example, the first 8-KByte chunk is mapped to the first

row of Bank1, while the second row is mapped to the first row

of Bank2. Thus, the first 8-KByte chuck of data, the 9-th data

chunk and the 17-th data chunk are mapped to the first three

adjacent rows of the first bank, i.e. Row1.Bank1, Row2.Bank1
and Row3.Bank1. Note that the elements within each 8-KByte

chunk are mapped to the same row but different columns. The

function for mapping of addresses to physical memory layout

for the DIMMs used in our study is shown in Figure 2.

In some rows, the order of the cells can be changed due

to scrambling or row remapping [49], [106]. For example,

in Figure 1a, the physical memory layout address space is

scrambled for Rown.Bank1. In this row, the right neighbor of
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Fig. 1. a) DRAM organization (DDR3 8Gb,1 Gig);b) The number of 1-bit errors detected for kmeans and memcached when DRAM operates under 2.283 s
TREFP and lowered VDD (1.428 V ) at 50◦C.

Fig. 2. The mapping function of 64-bit aligned addresses to physical memory
layout (8 GB DDR3 DIMM).

the first cell should be located in the second column. However,

due to the data scrambling, this neighbor is a cell from the third

column. Moreover, vendors may remap DRAM columns with

faulty cells to the redundant columns which do not have such

cells. For example, in Figure 1a, the 4-th column of Bank1
which has a faulty cell is remapped to the last column of this

bank. Thus, two consecutive addresses do not always point to

the data from neighbour cells.

DRAM operating parameters. The main drawback of the

DRAM technology is the limited retention time [60] of a cell’s

charge. To avoid any errors induced by the charge leakage

over time, DRAMs employ an Auto-Refresh mechanism that

recharges the cells in the array periodically. Conventionally,

all DDR technologies adopt a refresh period, TREFP , of 64

ms (or 32 ms) for refreshing each cell of DIMMs; although,

many cells may have a much higher retention time than this

TREFP [40]. Another critical parameter for the operation

of DRAMs is supply voltage. The nominal supply voltage,

VDD, of DRAM chips is chosen conservatively by vendors

to ensure that each chip operates correctly under a wide

range of conditions [13], [18]. Apart from the above circuit

parameters, one of the main environmental conditions affecting

the reliability of DRAM is temperature [33], [60].

Workload-dependent DRAM behavior. Previous studies

have shown that the data and memory access pattern of a run-

ning program may significantly affect DRAM error behavior

[48], [60]. The effect of data patterns is explained by the fact

that the retention time of a cell depends on the value stored in

this cell. While specific memory access patterns may induce

the DRAM cell-to-cell interference [1], [51], [96], which

increases the probability of some cells from neighbouring

rows to leak charge. This effect has been widely exploited for

”rowhammer” attacks [51], [71], [99]. Specifically, the data

in Row2.Bank1 from Figure 1a may be compromised when

Row1.Bank1 and Row3.Bank1 are accessed too often. Thus,

inherent program features that change the data and memory

access pattern of a running workload may have a significant

effect on DRAM reliability. Figure 1b illustrates how DRAM

error behavior may vary when running different workloads.

This figure shows the spatial and density distribution of the

detected single-bit errors across 4 DIMMs (8 ranks) when

running kmeans and memcached benchmarks for DRAM oper-

ating under relaxed TREFP and VDD at 50 oC (2-hour runs).

We present the distribution as a polar plot, where θ − axis
specifies DIMM slots and ranks, while ρ − axis reflects the

number of single-bit errors detected by hardware (ECC). We

see that the number of errors manifested by the benchmarks

in DIMM3/rank0 differs by 1000x.

DIMM-to-DIMM variation. It was shown that DRAM

reliability may vary across chips [49], [60], [60]. This variation

is due the manufacturing process [50] and the internal design

of DRAM modules [46], [47], [49], [98]. For example, Figure

1b shows that the number of errors manifested by memcached
in DIMM2/rank0 is 633x higher than the number of errors

triggered by the same benchmark in DIMM3/rank0.

DRAM errors. DRAM errors may occur in the address

decoder, read/write circuity and memory cell array [106].

To detect the errors vendors run specific test suites, such

as MARCH tests and MATS tests [27], [106], which can

reveal the vast majority of DRAM errors. However, these

tests were originally designed to stress DRAM reliability at

the inter-word level [54], [106] and identify coupling faults

triggered by bits within a word (see Figure 1a). Thus, such

tests may be not effective for detecting intra-word coupling

faults [27], [106]. Moreover, the MARCH and MATS tests

imply that the physical design of the actual memory cell array

layout is known, since it is important to map data and access

to the particular cells in a specific order for testing DRAM

reliability. However, the physical layout is not known and it is

not provided by vendors. Furthermore, in some particular rows

the order of the cells can be changed due to scrambling or row

remapping [46], [106] (see DRAM Organization). Thus, any

testing of DRAM reliability by storing a specific data pattern

in adjacent cells may be incorrect when the address mapping

scheme for the scrambling process is not known. Moreover,

vendors may apply some advanced mapping techniques which
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->parameters
  $$$_ARRAY1_VEC_$$$ [N1][DB1,UP1]
  $$$_ARRAY2_VEC_$$$ [N2][0,N1]
$$$_VAR1_$$$ [DB3,UP3]

<-parameters

->global_data
  volatile unsigned long long var1[]=$$$_ARRAY1_VEC_$$$;
  volatile unsigned long long var2[]=$$$_ARRAY2_VEC_$$$;
<-global_data

->local_data
  unsigned long long var3=$$$_VAR1_$$$;
  volatile unsigned long long* temp_array;
  int i,j;
<-local_data

->body
  templ_array = (unsigned long long*)(malloc(N1*sizeof(unsigned long long)));

  /* data pattern */
  for(i=0;i<N1;i++)
  {
     templ_array[i]=var[i];
  }

  /* access pattern*/
  j=0;
  while(j<var3)
  {
      for(i=0;i<N2;i++)
      {
          templ_array[var2[i]];
      }
      j++;
   }
<-body

Fig. 3. Example of a code generation template.

are not exposed to the user. As a result, the MARCH and

MATS tests may be not effective for the characterization of

DRAM reliability when running these tests without knowing

the physical memory cell layout.

The goal of our work is to develop a mechanism that enables

us to generate viruses to stress DRAM reliability and reveal

the worst-case DRAM error behavior without any knowledge

of the DRAM internals.

III. THE PROPOSED DESIGN

A. Pattern programming

To generate DRAM reliability stress viruses, we develop

a new framework, DStress. This framework enables the user

to define data and memory access patterns through specific

variables using program templates and find those variable

values that maximize the number of memory errors. To de-

fine these variables, we introduce several annotations in C
Programming Language. Figure 3 shows an instance of a

program template, which contains four sections: parameters,

global data, local data and body. Parameters define the type

of variables which will be changed by the search engine

(see Section III-E). For example, $$$ VAR1 $$$ [DB3,UB3]
defines the type of a scalar variable, VAR1, which values

vary from DB3 up to UB3. For instance, the bound range

[0,100] defines VAR1 which values vary from 0 up to 100.

$$$ ARRAY1 VEC $$$ [N1][DB1][UB1] defines the type of

a vector variable, ARRAY1, consisting of N1 elements that

vary from DB1 up to UB1.

In global data, two arrays are declared, i.e. var1 and var2,

which are initialized by the search engine following the types

defined in parameters. These arrays are allocated in the heap

(global data). In local data, we declare four variables of

standard C types (templ1 array, templ2 array, i and j) and

one scalar variable (var3) which are initialized by the search

engine, as defined in parameters. Section body contains a C

program that will be generated at the synthesis phase (see

Section III-E). In this particular example, we allocate memory

for templ array. Then we initialize templ array using the data

stored in var1. In this program, var1 defines the pattern of the

data which we store in templ array. In the last loop, we access

to the elements of templ array in the order provided in var2,

which defines the access pattern.

B. Data and memory access patterns

Data patterns: In our study, we first search for a 64-bit

word (data pattern) that maximizes the number of DRAM

errors when we fill the memory with this word. To this end,

we implement a template where we define the type of such

a pattern as a binary array with a size of 64 elements. Thus,

the size of the search space is 264, which motivates the use of

GA since it is impossible to check every possible combination

within a reasonable period of time.

It was previously shown that when accessing a row often,

some cells from the adjacent rows may leak charge quickly

due to the cell-to-cell interference [51], [65], [82]. We assume

that a specific data pattern in a row may induce such an

interference in the neighbouring rows. For example, in Figure

1, the data in Row1.Bank1 and Row3.Bank1 may induce

errors in Row2.Bank1. To investigate this, we designed a

specific template that searches for the data pattern for all rows

such as Row1.Bank1, Row2.Bank1 and Row3.Bank1 where

Row2.Bank1 is erroneous (see Figure 1). In our experiments,

we use DDR3 8GB DIMMs (1 Gig) where the size of each

row is 8 KByte. Thus, the size of the template is 24 KByte.

Note that in this template we fill only the erroneous rows and

their neighbouring rows (see Section V). Similar to the 64-bit

data pattern, we define the type of the 24-KByte data pattern

as a binary array with a size of 24576 elements.

To investigate if the data in the adjacent rows from different

banks affect the probability of error manifestation in erroneous

rows, we designed the template where the size of the data

pattern is 512 KByte. We fill with this data pattern the rows

from all the banks next to the erroneous rows. For exam-

ple, in Figure 1 such rows are: Row1.Bank1, Row1.Bank2,

..., Row1.Bank8, Row2.Bank1, Row2.Bank2, ..., Row2.Bank8,

Row3.Bank1 (17 rows in total). The 512-KByte data pattern

is defined as a binary array with a size of 524288 elements.

Access patterns: We first investigate which rows that are

next to the erroneous rows should be repeatedly accessed to

increase the probability of DRAM errors. By accessing to

these rows, we induce the cell-to-cell interference between

rows and thus increase the probability of DRAM errors. Based

on these grounds, we design a specific template where 32 rows

before and 32 rows after the erroneous rows, 64 rows in total,

are repeatedly accessed. In this template, we define the access

pattern also as a binary array with a size of 64 elements, i.e.
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if the i-th row is accessed, then the i-the element in the array

is ’1’ (’0’ otherwise).

Finally, we investigate if accesses to specific elements of the

rows next to the erroneous rows increase the risk of DRAM

errors. However, in this experiment, to reduce the search space,

we consider only 16 neighbouring rows. We calculate indexes

of the accessed elements as:

ai × x+ bi (1)

where x is a variable being changed in a loop from 0 to 65536
with increments of 1; i is the index of accessed rows (i ∈
[1, 16]). In this experiment, we search for the ai and bi for

each row (i) which increase the probability of DRAM errors.

To find these coefficients, we define the memory access pattern

as an array of integer elements with the size of 32 elements.

In this array, the first 16 elements correspond to ai, while

the second 16 elements correspond to bi. Note that ai and bi
may vary from 0 to 65536, however, to accelerate the search

process, we limit these coefficients: ai, bi ∈[0,20].

C. The search criteria

Our goal is to find the memory access and data patterns

that maximize the number of manifested DRAM errors. There

are two types of DRAM errors that may occur: single-bit

errors (when only one bit is corrupted per a 64-bit word)

and multi-bit errors (when several bits are corrupted per a

64-bit word). Since the majority of DRAM errors are single-

bit [46], [73], most server-grade processors implement ECC

SECDED (Single Error Correction Double Error Detection)

which automatically corrects single-bit errors (CE, Correctable

Errors) and detect multi-bit errors (UE, Unocrrectable Errors).

Note that ECC SECDED detects 100 % of 2-bit errors, while

errors where more than 2 bit are corrupted may be not detected

by ECC SECDED. Such errors manifest so called Silence Data

Corruption (SDCs).

xi

yi 1 0

1 a b

0 c d
TABLE I

OTUS EXPRESSION OF

BINARY FEATURES

In this study, we investigate and

search for the memory and access

patterns that maximize the num-

ber of Correctable errors(CEs) and

Uncorrectable Errors (UEs).

D. Processing phase

The overall workflow of DStress is presented in Figure 4.

Our framework processes all the templates that are created by

the user at the processing phase. In this phase, we make lexical,

syntax and semantic analyses to extract variables which will

be used by DStress for searching the worst-case memory and

access patterns. The results of the analyses are passed to the

next phase (the synthesis phase).

E. Synthesis phase

To find the memory access and data patterns that manifest

the highest number of DRAM errors, we need to check

all possible combinations of memory and access patterns.

However, the extremely large number of such combinations

renders the evaluation the effect of every possible memory and

Fig. 4. Overview of DStress.

access pattern on DRAM reliability practically impossible. To

this end, our framework formulates a Genetic Algorithm (GA),

which implements a stochastic search to generate programs,

or viruses, that maximize the number of manifested errors.

GAs are stochastic search algorithms inspired by evolutionary

biology to search for a solution to optimization problems.

Similar to the natural selection process, the GA algorithm

defines the following parameters.

Chromosomes. Chromosomes are used to encode information

about parameters of the search. Particularly, in our framework,

each chromosome defines a specific memory access and data

pattern.

Selection. The algorithm selects chromosomes only when they

fit the target evaluation function. Specifically, DStress searches

for the chromosomes that maximize the number of CEs or

UEs. GA measures this number for a specific chromosome by

running the corresponding virus on a server and recording all

the manifested errors (see Section III-F).

Mutation. GA varies chromosomes through mutation to ex-

pand the search space. In particular, the mutation operation

stochastically changes parts of a chromosome, in our case,

the data which defines data and memory access patterns.

Crossover. GA also generates new chromosomes through the

crossover operation. The crossover operation stochastically

combines different parts of parent chromosomes to generate

new chromosomes (offsprings).

Generations. The number of offspring generations (or algo-

rithm iterations) generated by GA is in principle unlimited.

However, DStress interrupts GA when the latest offspring

contains chromosomes which do not vary a lot, i.e. when

the chromosomes are similar. This indicates that GA found a

virus that maximizes the relative target function (the number

of DRAM errors).

Similarity and Convergence Criteria: We measure the sim-

ilarity between chromosomes in offsprings using the Sokal
& Michener similarity function [87]. To formally define this

metric, let us assume that there are two chromosomes �X =
(x1, x2, ...xn) and �Y = (y1, y2, ...yn) where xi and yi are

binary features of �X and �Y , respectively. To measure the

similarity between �X and �Y , we first need to introduce Op-
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Fig. 5. X-Gene 2 SoC server block diagram.

erational Taxonomic Units (OTUs) [87]. OTUs are expressed

as a 2 x 2 contingency table where a is the number of xi and

yi (i ∈ [1, n]) features which are both ’1’; b is the number of

xi and yi which are ’0’ and ’1’, respectively; c is the number

of xi and yi which are ’1’ and ’0’, respectively; and d is the

number of xi and yi which both equal to ’0’.

The Sokal & Michener similarity function is defined as:

SMF =
a+ d

a+ b+ c+ d
(2)

This function (SMF ) shows the ratio of the matching

binary features on two chromosomes. We estimate SMF for

each possible pair of chromosomes in an offspring and average

it. We stop running GA when the average SFM estimated

for the last offspring is greater than 0.85. It should be noted

that the chromosomes from the first offspring are generated

randomly. Finally, we also limit the time of each GA search

run by two weeks if the search does not converge.

Note that we use SMF only to measure the similarity

between chromosomes encoded by binary vectors, while for

vectors with real numbers, which are used in memory access

patterns, we apply the weighted Jaccard similarity [15]:

JW ( �X, �Y ) =

∑
i min(xi, yi)∑
i max(xi, yi)

(3)

where xi and yi are real features of �X and �Y , respectively. We

estimate JW for the last offspring and use the same threshold

(0.85) for this function to stop the search process.

F. Evaluation phase

To collect the number of DRAM errors (CEs or UEs)

manifested by the virus generated at the synthesis phase for a

specific chromosome, we compile and run the virus on a real

server and measure the number of manifested DRAM errors

using ECC. We discuss the hardware platform used in our

study in the next section. Finally, we record each virus, i.e.

the chromosomes that encode the data and memory access

patterns, and the number of manifested DRAM errors for the

virus in a database. This enables us to start a new search

process using the discovered worst-case viruses if the previous

search process has been interrupted.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

To enable our study, we use a commodity server featuring

the AppliedMicro/Ampere X-Gene 2 [89] ARMv8 processor

(CPU). All memory operations in X-Gene 2 are handled by 4

MCUs, which are divided in 2 groups of Memory Controller
Bridges (MCBs), as shown in Figure 5. Each MCU can be

populated with up to 2 DDR3 DIMMs running at 1866 MT/s.

In our setup, we use 4 DDR3 8GB DIMMs from a major

vendor , one for each MCU, consisting of 72 DRAM chips.

For confidentiality purposes, we anonymize the DRAM vendor

information.

The X-Gene 2 server features a dedicated processor to

enable power management, monitoring of sensors and con-

figuration of system parameters, such as TREFP and VDD.

DRAM operating parameters. The maximum allowed

TREFP in the X-Gene 2 platform is 2.283 s (35× more

than the nominal 64 ms) and each MCU can independently

be configured. VDD can be controlled at the MCB level, i.e.

per 2 MCUs. In our experiments, we reduce VDD from the

default 1.5 V down to to 1.425 V (5% reduction). Note that

this is the minimum voltage specified by the DRAM vendor.

Our experiments indicated that any further reduction of VDD

results in instantaneous crashing of the server.

Fig. 6. The X-Gene2 server. Fig. 7. Temperature controller board.

Temperature. To perform the experiments under controlled

temperatures, we implement a unique temperature-controlled

server testbed using heating elements [39]. Figure 6 shows

the X-Gene 2 board with four DIMMs fitted with our custom

adapters. The temperature of each element is regulated by

a controller board, as shown in Figure 7, which contains a

Raspberry Pi 3 [21], four closed-loop PID controllers [10],

and eight solid-state relays controlling the resistive elements

of each DIMM and rank independently.

Memory Configuration. To improve the memory perfor-

mance, modern servers implement memory interleaving [26],

[110]. Interleaving enables the uniform distribution of consec-

utive accesses across different MCUs, maximizing the memory

bandwidth. Hardware interleaving poses a challenge to our

study, since all data is distributed across MCUs. As a result,

we cannot allocate data in a specific DIMM when it is enabled.

To this end, we changed the firmware and disabled hardware

interleaving in such a way that all the kernel data is allocated

in MCU0, while the application data can be allocated in

other MCUs. In our study, we operate MCU0 and MCU1

(MCB0) under the nominal DRAM operating parameters,

while parameters of the second memory domain (i.e. MCU1

and MCU2) are relaxed.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Parameters of the GA search. To find the optimal GA

parameters that provide a quick search of the worst-case data

and access patterns, we simulated the GA search for the

fitness function that counts the number of bits in a 64-bit

chromosome equal to ’1’. We found that GA finds the 64-bit
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chromosome where all bits set to ’1’ for the minimum number

of generations, which is about 80, when: i) the mutation

probability is 0.5; ii) the crossover probability is 0.9 and iii)

the size of population is 40.

DRAM parameters and Temperature.We run our exper-

iments for DIMMs allocated at MCU2 (DIMM2) and MCU3

(DIMM3) operating under the maximum refresh period, which

is 2.283 s TREFP , and the minimum supply voltage, i.e. 1.428

V VDD. We test the reliability of DRAM chips operating

at 55oC, 60oC, 65oC and 70oC. We use this temperature

range to follow previous studies [48], [60] and the DIMM

specification , in which the vendor reports the maximum

operating temperature of 70◦C. Our experiments with various

micro-benchmarks used for DRAM characterization, such as

MSCAN [27], [106], revealed that only correctable errors

(CEs) are manifested for temperatures below 70oC, while

uncorrectable errors (UEs) appear at 70oC.

A. Data pattern search

1) 64-bit patterns: In our first experimental search, we run

GA to find the 64-bit word that maximizes the number of CEs,

as discussed in Section III-B. In this particular experiment, we

use the DIMM which is connected to MCU2,i.e. DIMM2. We

run the search at 55oC. Note that we run each virus ten times
and average the number of obtained CEs since the number
of errors may vary from run-to-run due to the phenomenon
called Variable Retention Time (VRT) [83].

Figure 8a shows the 40 discovered worst-case 64-bit data

patterns which trigger the highest number of CEs. GA stopped

the search process when the similarity function (SFM , see

Section III-E) for the 40 worst-case 64-bit patterns exceeded

0.85. This search took about one week and 80 generations

were produced. In this figure, the y-axis shows the number

of CEs detected for 40 data patterns, while the x-axis depicts

each bit of the discovered data patterns. We clearly see that

the discovered worst-case data patterns have almost the same

sequence of ’0’s and ’1’s (the similarity function SFM is

0.89). In other words, the GA search converged to a data

pattern with a specific set of ’0’s and ’1’s.

Interestingly, we can identify in all discovered data patterns

a simple sub-pattern - ’1100’. Thus, filling the memory with

the data that contains this sub-pattern increases the probability

to obtain DRAM errors. This effect can be explained by the

physical design of the DIMMs. Particularly, such a sub-pattern

will increase the probability of DRAM failures in the designs

where cells are organized in the following order: true-cell,
true-cell, anti-cell, anti-cell [51]. Based on these grounds, we

assume the DRAM devices used in our study have a similar

design. Observation: The repeating sequence ’1100’ in the
data pattern increases the probability of CEs.

To investigate how the worst-case pattern varies with the

DRAM temperature, we run the same search for DIMM2

operating at 60oC. Figure 8b shows the 40 worst-case data

patterns discovered by GA for DIMM2. We see that the

GA search converges to the same data pattern that has been

discovered at 55oC. The average similarity SMF between

two sets of the worst-case data patterns obtained at 55oC and

60oC is 0.90. Observation: The worst-case data pattern does
not change with the DRAM temperature.

To find out if there is a data pattern that reduces the

probability of CEs, we change the fitness function to the

function that minimizes the number of CEs. Figure 8c shows

the 40 best-case 64-bit data patterns discovered for DIMM2

operating at 55oC. Similar to the worst-case data patterns, the

GA search of the 64-bit patterns that minimize the number

of CEs converged to the data patterns with a specific set

of ’0’s and ’1’s (SMF is about 0.92). We see that these

patterns significantly differ from the worst-case data patterns;

the average similarity SMF between the worst-case patterns

and the best-case patterns is about 0.62. Notably, the number

of CEs induced by the worst-case data pattern is almost 8x

greater than the number of CEs triggered by the best-case data

pattern. As follows, the maximum difference in the number of

CEs manifested by the same application for which the input

data varies is up to 8x (for temperatures below 55oC) if the

memory access pattern does not change from run-to-run.

Further, we compare the number of CEs triggered by

popular data pattern micro-benchmarks used for DRAM char-

acterization. In particular, we use: MSCAN in which memory

is filled with the data where all bits are ’1’ (all1s) or ’0’
(all0s); checkerboard; walking0s; walking1s; and the micro-

benchmark with the random pattern [27], [48], [60], [106].

Figure 8e compares the number of CEs induced by these

micro-benchmarks and the revealed 64-bit worst-case and best-

case data patterns for two ranks of DIMM2 and DIMM3. Our

first observation is that the worst-case data pattern discovered

by DStress induces the highest number of CEs for all DIMMs

and ranks. For example, the 64-bit worst-case data pattern

induces 45% more CEs on average than walking0s, which

triggers the maximum number of errors among all micro-

benchmarks. Thus, the discovered data pattern is more effec-

tive for detecting DRAM errors than the micro-benchmarks

used in the previous studies. Importantly, to our knowledge,

we are the first to report that such a data pattern with repeating

sequences of ’1100’ increases the probability of DRAM errors.

Our second observation is that this data pattern manifests the

highest number of CEs across all DIMMs and ranks. This

implies that the pattern maximize the number of CEs not only

for one DIMM, but also for other DIMMs used in our study.

Finally, our third observation is that the 64-bit best-case data

pattern discovered by DStress manifests the lowest number

of CEs among all micro-benchmarks and across all DIMMs

and ranks. These results confirm that DStress indeed found

the best-case 64-bit data pattern which is valid for different

DRAM chips. Implication: The data pattern viruses are valid
for different DRAM chips used in our study.

Note that in this experiment we run each virus and micro-

benchmark for 2 hours and average the number of detected

CEs over the number of runs. Thus, we minimize the bias

of the measurements introduced by VRT (Variation Retention

Time) effects [83].

DStress was not able to detect the data patterns that trigger
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Fig. 8. 40 worst-case 64-bit data patterns that maximize(a)/minimize(c) the number of CEs for DIMM2 operating under relaxed parameters at 55oC; b)
40 worst-case data patterns that maximize the number of CEs for DIMM2 at 60oC; d) 40 64-bit data patterns that maximize the probability of an UE for
DIMM2 at 62oC. e) The number of CEs triggered by different micro-benchmarks at 60oC.

UEs at the temperatures below 62oC. However, the search

engine discovered the patterns that trigger UEs when DRAM

operates at 62oC. Figure 8d depicts the 64-bit data patterns

that trigger UEs. The y-axis of Figure 8d shows the number

of experimental runs when UEs have been obtained, while

the x-axis depicts each bit of the discovered data patterns.

Note that in our framework, a virus is automatically stopped

by OS when an UE is detected by ECC. As we see, the

40 discovered 64-bit data patterns trigger UEs in 100 % of

experimental runs. Unlike our previous experiments, the GA

search took 2 weeks and did not converge, since the similarity

function SMF for the 40 data patterns that trigger the highest

number of UEs is 0.58. This may indicate that there are

several data patterns with completely different sequences of

’1’s and ’0’s that trigger UEs. However, we clearly see that in

all the patterns 17-th, 18-th, 21-st and 22-nd bits are always

’0’. Nonetheless, these bits cannot be an indicator of the data

patterns that trigger UEs, since the same bits are ’0’ in the 64-

bit data patterns maximizing the number of CEs which do not

manifest UEs at 62oC. To validate this, we run each virus with

data patterns depicted in Figure 8a for 2 hours, however we

have not discovered any UE when DRAM operates at 62oC.

Observation:The worst-case 64-bit patterns that manifest CEs
and UEs differ.

2) 24-Kbyte data patterns: To search for the worst-case 24-

KByte data pattern that stresses the cell-to-cell interference in

the adjacent rows, we designed a template discussed in Section

III-B. In this template, we search for a 24-KByte data pattern

that maximizes the number of CEs or UEs when accessing

to two rows next to the erroneous rows. To find erroneous

rows, we collected all the errors that we have obtained in our

experiments for DRAM operating under relaxed parameters at

55oC, 60oC and 62oC. We identified the row addresses where

errors were detected using the mapping function discussed in

Section II.

Figure 9 shows the 40 worst-case 24-Kbyte data patterns

(see Section III-B) that trigger the highest number of CEs.

In this figure, the y-axis shows the number of CEs detected

for each data pattern, and the x-axis depicts each bit (light

green lines are ’1’s, dark green lines are ’0’s) of the discovered

data patterns. BankX/Row2 indicates the 8-KByte data pattern

discovered for the error-prone rows, while BankX/Row1 is

the 8-KByte data pattern of the rows preceding the error-

prone rows and BankX/Row3 is the data pattern of the rows

following the error-prone rows in the same bank (BankX).

Similar to our previous experiments with CEs, the GA search

converged for 24-Kbyte patterns since the similarity function

SMF for the 40 worst-case patterns is 0.89. We clearly see

the straight lines in this figure for BankX/Row1, BankX/Row2
and BankX/Row3. This also indicates that the GA search

converged, since all the discovered patterns have almost the

same order of ’0’s and ’1’s. Interestingly, the discovered 24-

KByte data patterns trigger 16 % more errors than the worst-

case 64-bit data pattern on average. Note that we obtained the

same difference when running the worst case 64-bit and 24-

Kbyte data patterns for 2 hours. Observation: The worst-case
24-KByte data pattern differs from the worst-case 64-bit data
pattern and manifests 16% more DRAM errors.

We assume that this difference is due to the cell-to-cell

interference induced by the data stored in the adjacent rows.

3) 512-KByte data patterns: Figure 10 shows the 40 worst-

case 512-KByte data patterns discovered by GA for DIMM2

operating at 60oC. Similar to the 24-KByte data patterns, the

GA search, which took about 2 weeks, converged since the
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Fig. 9. 40 worst-case 24-Kbyte data patterns that maximize the number of CEs for DIMM2 (MCU2) operating under relaxed parameters at 60oC.

Fig. 10. 40 worst-case 512-KByte data patterns that maximize the number of CEs for DIMM2 (MCU2) operating under relaxed parameters at 60oC.

similarity coefficient SMF is about 0.88. However, we see

that the maximum number of detected CEs does not exceed

the highest number of CEs discovered by the 24-KByte data

pattern. This indicates that the probability of CEs in the

erroneous rows is affected only by the data in neighbouring

rows from the same bank. Thus, there is no any cell-to-cell

interference across rows from different banks. It is logical,

and it confirms that the address mapping function provided in

Section II is correct.

Finally, we also run the GA search to find the worst-case

24-KByte and 512-KByte data patterns for UEs, however the

search did not converge within 2 weeks for both patterns.

Nonetheless, we found that the worst-case patterns differ from

the patterns that maximize the number of CEs.

Fig. 11. 40 worst-case access patterns( the first template) that maximizes the
number of CEs for DIMM2 operating under relaxed parameters at 60oC.

4) Access patterns: To investigate how memory access

patterns affect DRAM error behavior, we first implement a

template where only adjacent rows of the error-prone rows

are accessed, as discussed in Section III-B. We investigate ac-

cesses to which 32 predecessor rows and 32 successor rows of

the error-prone rows increase the probability to obtain a CE in

these rows. Note that in this scheme, we form the list of prede-

cessors and successor rows considering DRAM banks, e.g. the

predecessors of Row2.Bank2 are Row1.Bank8, Row1.Bank7,

Row1.Bank6,...,Row1.Bank1. Importantly, to avoid a parallel

search of the worst-case data and memory access patterns, we

fill the memory in this experiment with the worst-case 64-bit

data pattern discovered previously.

Figure 11 shows the results of a two week GA search at

60oC for the discussed template. The search did not converge,

since the similarity function SMF is 0.5. As a results, it is

hard to conclude accesses to which particular rows increases

the probability to obtain a CE. In the previous research studies,

it was shown that frequent accesses to the adjacent rows of

an error-prone row belonging to the same bank increases the

probability of an error [71], [99]. Such rows correspond to

rows with indexes -8 and +8 in Figure 11. However, we do

not see any correlation between accesses to these rows and the

number of CEs [71], [99], [108]. We explain this by the fact

that in the previous works the frequency of memory accesses

was much higher than in our study, since these works use

the clflush instruction to access to DRAM [71], [99]. This

instruction enables the user to flush the lines of caches into

DRAM and thus increase the memory access rate. While

in our study we use only explicit memory accesses, which,

as we assume, are partially handled by caches. As a result,

we access to DRAMs only when a row is not cached and

thus we obtain a much lower DRAM access intensity in our

experiments. Nonetheless, in general, we see that accesses to

the neighbouring rows increase the number of CEs manifested

in the error-prone rows by 71 % compared to the worst-case

24-KByte data pattern. Thus, to stress DRAM reliability, it

is essential to use both data and memory access patterns.

Observation: The memory access-based viruses induce 71%
more CEs compared to the worst-case data pattern viruses.

Based on these results, we may conclude that the techniques

proposed in previous studies, which characterize DRAMs

using only data pattern micro-benchmarks, can be ineffective.

Fig. 12. 40 worst-case access patterns( the second template) that maximize
the number of CEs for DIMM2 operating under relaxed parameters at 60oC.

In our next experiment with memory access patterns, we
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investigate how accesses to particular elements of rows that

are adjacent to the error-prone rows affect DRAM error

behavior, as discussed in Section III-B. Figure 12 shows the

coefficients a and b discovered for a two week GA search

at 60oC. Similar to our previous experiment, it is hard to

identify any specific access pattern, i.e. elements in rows, that

increases the probability to obtain a CE (the average similarity

coefficient JW is 0.45, see Section III-E). Importantly, we use

the same 64-bit data pattern to initialize the memory as in our

experiments with the first access template.

We see that the maximum number of manifested CEs is

lower by 56% than the number of CEs discovered in our

previous experiment with access patterns. We explain this by

the fact that in the first access template we access to 64

neighbouring rows, while in the this template only 16 adjacent

rows are accessed. As a result, there is a higher probability

to induce the cell-to-cell interference in the first template.

Nonetheless, the number of errors manifested by the second

access template is almost 10 % higher than the maximum

number of CEs discovered using the worst-case 24-KByte data

pattern. Thus, we may conclude that DRAM accesses to the

adjacent rows of error-prone rows significantly increases the

probability to obtain DRAM errors. However, our study did

not reveal accesses to what particular rows and elements in

the neighbouring rows increase the probability of CEs.

Finally, our GA search engine did not find particular access

patterns that increase the probability of UEs, since the search

did not converge to specific patterns. Moreover, similar to our

experiments with data patterns, the worst-case access patterns

manifested UEs only at 62oC. We attribute the lack of the

GA convergence for our experiments with the memory access

patterns to the fact that there can be many access patterns

maximizing the probability of CEs and UEs. The lack of the

convergence can be also explained by a high level of the cell-

to-cell interference induced by accesses, which increases the

change of DRAM error behavior from run-to-run. This implies

that DStress needs more time for the search in case of UEs and

memory accesses compared to the data pattern search of CEs.

In our future research, we will increase the time of the GA

search for UEs and memory accesses and investigate possible

reasons for slow convergence.

5) Efficiency of the GA search: To examine the efficiency of

the GA search, we designed a special framework that generates

micro-benchmarks with randomized data patterns and collect

the distribution of the number of CEs. We use this distribution

to estimate the probability that there are data patterns which

induce more errors (CEs) than the data patterns discovered by

GA. Figure 13a shows the probability density function (PDF)

for the number of CEs manifested by randomized data patterns

when DIMM2 operates under relaxed parameters at 60oC.

The D’Agostino-Pearsontest test confirmed that the obtained

density function (the Gaussian function) follows the normal

distribution [17]. Thus, we can use the obtained Gaussian to

estimate the probability that there are data patterns inducing

more CEs than the patterns discovered by GA [17]. According

to our estimates (see Figure 13a), the probability that there

exist data patterns that trigger more errors than the discovered

worst-case 64-bit and 24-KByte data patterns are 0.97 and

1− 4× 10−7, respectively.

Fig. 13. The distribution of the number of CEs(DIMM2, 60oC) triggered by
a benchmark with random data patterns (a) and random access patterns (b).

We also run the micro-benchmark with random access

patterns to evaluate the efficiency of the GA search for

access patterns. We found that the probability that DStress

discovered the worst-case access pattern for the first template,

which induces the highest number of CEs, is about 0.95 (see

Figure 13b). These results demonstrate that DStress is more

effective for detecting error-prone data patterns rather than

access patterns. Nonetheless, the probabilities obtained for

both pattern types are high, which indicates that DStress can

be effectively applied for generating DRAM viruses.

VI. USE CASES

Fig. 14. The safe TREFP discovered by the DRAM viruses under relaxed
VDD at different temperatures.

Scaling of DRAM parameters: We use the discovered

viruses to find the maximum TREFP (or the marginal TREFP )

under relaxed VDD that do not trigger DRAM errors, i.e. CEs

and UEs, when running any possible workload. By setting

such a TREFP under relaxed VDD, we can reduce the DRAM

power without compromising reliability. Figure 14 (No errors)

shows the discovered marginal TREFP s under relaxed VDD

for DIMM2 and DIMM3. In this figure, we present the

discovered TREFP for 3 different viruses: i) the worst-case
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64-bit data pattern, ii) the worst-case 24-KByte data pattern

and iii) the worst-case access pattern discussed in Section

V. We use the viruses to find the marginal TREFP s under

relaxed VDD at 50oC, 60oC and 70oC. We see that the viruses

that use the worst-case 24-KByte data and access patterns

discovered lower marginal TREFP s compared to the 64-bit

data pattern virus. We also found that the most pessimistic

margins for TREFP were discovered by the access virus. These

results confirm our previous observation on the efficiency of

the memory access viruses.

To detect the marginal TREFP s for which only CEs can

be observed but not UEs, we run the viruses discovered by

DStress for UEs. Our first observation is that the marginal

TREFP s discovered for UEs are higher than the marginal

TREFP s obtained for CEs and , therefore, provide higher

power savings (see Figure 1, Single-bit errors). However, the

use of such TREFP margins may be not desirable in real

data centers [85], [90]. Our second observation is that the

three viruses are equally effective at detecting UEs. Thus, the

probability of UEs is mainly depends on temperature.

To validate the TREFP margins detected by the access virus

for CEs, we run different memory-intensive benchmarks from

Rodinia, Parsec and Ligra suites [8], [14], [88], [92] for

DRAM operating at various temperatures for three weeks,

and we have not discovered any CEs or UEs. Finally, by

using on-board sensors we measured the DRAM power when

running different workloads. Our experimental results show

that by setting the marginal TREFP obtained for CEs under

relaxed VDD for DIMM2 and DIMM3, we can achieve 17.7 %

DRAM energy savings and 8.6 % total system energy savings

on average without compromising DRAM reliability.

DRAM reliability testing: We believe that DStress will be

useful for vendors in exploring the effects of various data and

access patterns on DRAM errors and improving the state-of-

the-art DRAM testing mechanisms. The generated viruses can

be also exploited for hardware predictive maintenance which

enables the user to identify erroneous hardware components

and maintenance cycles in data centers [28], [28], [36], [85].

Security: ”Rowhammer” attacks become a serious security

threat in computers [9], [29], [86], [93], cloud servers [16],

[78], [81], [109] and mobile devices [100], [101]. We intend

to use DStress for discovering new ”rowhammer” attack

scenarios. We believe that our framework ideally fits for this

purpose, since it enables us to find the combination of data and

access patterns maximizing the probability of errors without

knowledge of the internal DRAM design.

VII. RELATED WORK

Vendors test reliability of DRAM chips using MARCH

and MATS tests [27], [106]. These tests are also used for

scrambling and row remapping to minimize the silicon area

and critical path delays [22]. Nonetheless, these tests are not

effective for revealing some types of DRAM errors, such as

neighbourhood pattern-sensitive faults induced by the data in

adjacent cells [11], [22], [27], [106]. Moreover, to run these

test, it is essential to know the physical memory layout, which

is not provided by vendors and may vary across DRAM

chips due to the scrambling process. While DStress enable

us to identify the worst-case data and access patterns that

significantly increase the probability of DRAM errors without

the prior knowledge of DRAM internals.

Many studies tried to identify cells with a small retention

time by stressing DRAM reliability using micro-benchmarks

[13], [48], [59], [60], [60], [61], [73], [77], [80], [102], [103],

[105]. All these studies imply that the used micro-benchmarks

discover the vast majority of error-prone memory cells. How-

ever, as we show in this paper, these micro-benchmarks do not

trigger the worst-case DRAM error behavior and thus may

not detect some error-prone cells. Other works proposed to

optimize DRAM parameters without identifying error-prone

cells by taking advantage of frequent memory accesses to

reduce refreshes, a supervised data mapping, and exploiting

the inherent error resilience of applications [1], [3], [6], [7],

[20], [30], [37], [41], [42], [56]–[58], [62]–[64], [66], [68],

[70], [72], [75], [91], [95], [97], [107]. The efficiency of the

proposed techniques can be improved by using the viruses

synthesized by DStress.

Previous studies used GA-based synthesis tools to find the

viruses that trigger voltage droops [4], [31], [52], [53], increase

processor power [5], [24], [25], [38], [79] or temperature [32],

[38]. However, the vast majority of these studies implemented

models that search for the worst-case instruction sequences

only, ignoring data patterns. In contrast, DStress detects the

combinations of data patterns and instruction sequences that

match the search criteria. This makes our framework applica-

ble in different areas.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present DStress, a framework for the

automatic synthesis of DRAM reliability stress viruses us-

ing Genetic Algorithms. This framework enables us, without

knowing DRAM internals, to identify the worst-case data

and memory access patterns that increase significantly the

probability of DRAM errors. We present the results of our

7-month experimental study and demonstrate the 64-bit, 24-

KByte and 512-KByte data patterns, as well as access patterns,

discovered by our framework. We show that these patterns

detect by at least 45% more errors than the micro-benchmarks

used in previous studies. We demonstrate that the discov-

ered data and memory access patterns induce the worst-case

DRAM error behavior with a probability greater than 0.95.

Finally, we provide several use cases of DStress which explain

how our framework can be used for investigating workload-

aware DRAM error behavior, including possible scenarios

for ”rowhammer” attacks, and revealing DRAM operating

guardbands.
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